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Business Overview

We have achievements in providing solutions to companies that have problems 
with the flow of goods, especially by proposing packaging redesign specifications 
such as de-plasticization and environmentally friendly packaging, improving 
production by introducing cooperative robots to production lines, and providing 
a wide range of human resources, including onsite contracting and manufactur-
ing dispatch services.

Export Packing, Domestic Packaging, Packaging Design, SUS machining, 
Assembly, Material Sales

Toshiba       NC:VTL 
Moriseiki     NC:NL-2000
Mitsubishi  M-V70C
Mitsubishi   NC:MBS-52/55

We provide flexible services ranging from spot to full-scale packaging design, 
packaging improvement proposals, prototyping, mass production, and 
transportation. We also provide support for related services such as strength 
calculations, durability testing, and UN Mark acquisition. We have accumulated 
a lot of experience in the field of logistics, not only in corrugated cardboard 
boxes, but also in wooden boxes, steel boxes, returnable boxes, one-way boxes, 
and more. As a processing business, we mainly manufacture SUS can parts for 
food packaging machines. In the aircraft manufacturing field, we have a track 
record of devising, manufacturing, and selling production improvement tools, 
mainly for production process outsourcing, and recently we are aiming to enter 
the production improvement field using collaborative robots. In addition, we are 
broadening the scope of our services from materials to processing to transpor-
tation so that we can provide a wide range of manufacturing-related services 
from the customer's perspective with our cooperative partners.

Our Strength

Needs we can correspond / Business partners we want

HQ: Nagoya, Tsukiji Sales Office, Kyoto Sales Office, Kobe Sales Office, A/C Sales 
Office, Yatomi Logistics Center, Gifu Logistics Center, Itozaki Office, Kobe Office, 
Kitano Workplace, KD Logistics Center
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